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ABSTRACT
One of the major problems the world faces currently is the loss of energy and mechanical efficiency
in machine components due to friction. Also, surface damage due to friction and resulting part
repairs and replacement has cost US industries a reportedly US $280 billion/year. Recent work in
the field of surface modification and texturing has shown, that, artificially created micro textures
significantly reduce friction and wear of lubricated surfaces. Micro-scale artificial textures in
friction paring contacts acts as lubricant reservoirs and wear particle receptacles to boost
hydrodynamic pressure, which influences the lubrication regimes. In this study, the Stribeck curve
of untextured and textured surfaces created using vibration/modulation-assisted-machining are
determined experimentally and numerically. Aluminum 6061-T6 disk mated with a high speed
steel pin are studied in a pin-on-disk tribometer configuration for varying speeds and texture
depths. Results show that at low speeds, textured surfaces accelerate the appearance of elastohydrodynamic lubrication regime. A 56% reduction in coefficient of friction was observed for 7
µm at 60 Hz, with a 90% wear reduction for similar conditions as compared to untextured surfaces.
A numerical model based on the average Reynolds flow equation yielded similar results.
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NOMENCLATURE
L = Length of Unit Cell
h = Nominal Film Thickness (m)
k = dimple height parameter (0<k<1)
ho = Assumed Initial film thickness (m)
a = Depth of Elliptical Dimple (m)
b = Major Axis of Elliptical Dimple (m)
c = Minor Axis of Elliptical Dimple (m)
r = Radial Distance of Pin from the centre of the disc (m)
U = Linear Sliding Velocity of the Disc (m/s)
x, y and z= Local Cartesian Coordinates for Dimple Cell
PH = Average Hydrodynamic Pressure (Pa)
ϕx = Pressure Flow factor in x direction
ϕy = Pressure Flow factor in y direction
η = Viscosity of Lubricant (Pa s)
σ = Effective Surface Roughness
ϕc = Contact Factor
ϕs = Shear Factor
pcav = Cavitation Pressure
W = Average load per unit area (Pa)
Fapp = Applied load on the pin
τavg = Average Shear Stress (Pa)
µf = Coefficient of Friction
δ = Asperity Area Fraction
Ra = Surface Roughness of the Disc
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1.0

PROBLEM INTRODUCTION

Loss of energy due to friction as a result of two mating components is one of the most common
occurrences in any machine. These tribological contacts are seen in lots of applications like face
seals, piston rings and thrust bearings to name a few. This loss of energy could be result of sliding,
contacting or rubbing of the two mating parts which leads to complex tribological behaviors. This
unwanted friction is causing up to 40% energy loss in the total produced [1] (Figure 1a and Figure
1b). An estimated 4% loss of the gross domestic product (GDP) has been observed as a result of
surface degradation caused by friction. For USA, this represents a loss of approximately $280
billion/year [2].

a)

b)
Figure 1 - Energy losses in passenger car a) [3] , b) [4]

Because of the threat of depletion of natural resources on the horizon, along with increasing
stringent rules for emission regulation, and the everlasting demand to improve efficiency, the
requirement for energy conservation and optimization of friction pairing parts has become a very
important issue [5].
Experimental work by Yin et al. [5], Wang et al. [6] and Wos et al. [7] indicated that surface
texturing can help achieve this energy conservation optimization by reducing the friction
coefficient and improving wear properties of the materials. This is due to the fact that textured
10

surfaces improve the lubrication and friction properties of the surfaces in contact. As a result, the
power output, fuel consumption, emissions, and part service life are improved.
Over the years, different methods to create textured surfaces have been used. Sand-blasting or
media-blasting was one of the earliest processes developed. Although a cost effective and simple
procedure, non-uniformity of the textured surface and difficulty in controlling texture depth make
it unreliable. As a result, processes like electron-beam, ion-beam texturing and photolithography
were investigated. Being able to generate texture surfaces of high precision on the nano-scale
counterbalanced the disadvantages of sand-blasting; but the requirement of a vacuum environment
and sophisticated equipments limit its use for large scale production. By contrast, laser surface
texturing provides a unique balance of texture surface precision and large scale production, making
it a very attractive option. Yet, being a material ablation process, there is a risk of thermal damage
which could alter the physical and chemical properties of the surface, resulting in the loss of
surface integrity [8].
Recently, Modulation Assisted Machining (MAM) has emerged as a viable low cost, large scale
process to create textured surfaces [8]. Its ability to generate high precision mirco-dimples for
varied geometric configuration and use conventional machining set up make it a very appealing
process. Using controlled modulation of the tool cutting edge, micro-dimples of required geometry
can be imparted on the workpiece at regular periodic intervals [9,10]. This thesis will study the
friction and wear behavior of textured samples generated using MAM.
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2.0

THE RESEARCH QUESTION

Surface Texturing improves the friction and wear behavior of parts in contact in mechanical
applications. Over the years, numerous methods have been developed. The goal of this thesis is to
understand friction and wear behavior of textured surfaces created by one these techniques. The
research questions that must be answered are:


Can textured surfaces created by MAM improve the friction and wear behavior of material
in contact?



What optimum dimple depth will provide the maximum improvement in the tribological
properties of the material?

12

3.0

LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Friction and Wear
Friction, an opposing force which resist the relative motion of material elements, fluids layers and
solid surface against each other, is a necessary evil. It is required for day to day activities like
walking, driving a car, braking and more. But, at the same time, it is necessary to make sure that
its effects are minimized in industrial applications like bearings, gears, pistons and cams to save
energy and improve efficiency [11]. This is done mostly by the use of lubricant fluid which
separates the two solid surfaces, which is known as lubricated friction.
Wear leads to loss of surface material as a results of the interaction between two mating surfaces.
Some of the most common forms of wear are abrasion, erosion, fatigue and corrosion [12]. This
can be reduced by the use of surface engineering processes or by lubrication. This is where
tribology comes into play.
Tribology is referred to as the science and engineering of interacting surfaces under relative motion
[13]. It is a study of wear, lubrication and friction behavior of two interacting surfaces, when a
film of fluid lubricant is present in between.
Richard Stribeck, a German scientist and engineer, in 1902 did extensive research in the area of
friction coefficient properties in lubricated journal bearings. His team studied the variation of
friction between two lubricated surfaces as a function of a dimensionless lubrication parameter
ηV/P which is known as the Hersey number. In this number, η is the dynamic viscosity (Pas) of
the fluid, V is speed (rpm) and P (Pa) is average surface pressure over the given geometrical
surface. These variation were graphically represented, which later on came to be termed as a
‘Stribeck Curve’ [13].
13

Figure 2 - Schematic Representation of the Stribeck Curve [14].

Figure 2 shows a Stribeck curve where the following lubrication regimes can be clearly identified:


(Elasto)Hydrodynamic Lubrication Regime (EHL/HL): In the HL regime, the
coefficient of friction increases almost linearly with the lubrication parameter. Under
conditions of high speeds, and/or low load, and/or constant film viscosity, a full film of
fluid lubricant, normally thicker than 1µm, strong enough to support the normal pressure
is observed. But, as the fluid viscosity and sliding speed are further increased, friction
coefficient rises due to increase in viscous resistance. On the other hand, as the lubrication
parameter is reduced, the friction coefficient reaches a minimum point. This is caused due
to reduction in lubricant film thickness and viscous dissipations, and it enters into the
EHL or ML regime [11,12,14].



Mixed Lubrication Regime (ML): In this regime, the lubrication parameter is further
reduced. This further reduces the fluid film thickness, such that after a point, solid-solid
contact is observed. Therefore, normal loading is supported both by solid-solid contact as
well as the fluid film. As a result, an increase in the coefficient of friction is observed as
the lubrication parameter is reduced [12,14]. This is the intermediate region between HL
and BL.
14



Boundary Lubrication Regime (BL): As we move further left into the BL regime, a
reduced lubrication parameter cause the fluid-dynamic lift to almost vanish. This results
in an appreciable contact between opposing surfaces. This further increases the coefficient
of friction. At the end of the BL regime dry friction is observed. Here, the solid surfaces
are in direct contact which further increase the friction coefficient [12,14,15].

3.2 Surface Texturing
Over the past decade, it has been widely observed, that surfaces textured with artificial micro
features positively affected the loading capacity, lubrication ability and coefficient of friction for
a large variety of applications [16,17]. This is a result of the textured surfaces ability to trap wear
debris in these micro features, thereby eliminating “plowing” and reducing friction [18]. Also,
surface textured micro-dimples can be used as micro-hydrodynamic bearings in mixed or full
lubrication conditions, lubricant reservoirs for starved lubrication. Its tribological benefits have
shown a decrease of about 75% in friction coefficient for starved lubrications [7]. As a result, its
widespread use is observed in mechanical face seal, thrust bearings and piston rings [19,20]. A
variation in wear and friction is also observed in the Stribeck curve. Figure 3 shows a modified
Stribeck curve wherein the EHL zone is enlarged, because of surface texturing [21].

Figure 3 - Variation in Stribeck Curve, due to surface texturing [21].
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A texture can be defined as a self-repeating pattern. As such, a textured surface can be thought of
as a surface composed of such self-repeating patterns [11]. It requires the modification of the
surface topography, thereby, creating these uniform micro-cavities or microgrooves at regular
intervals having a controlled geometry [22].

a)

b)

Figure 4 – a)Schematic of Textured Surface [23], b)Different types of textured surfaces, (a)Circle, (b)Ellipse, (c)Triangle [24].

Figure 4a shows a schematic representation of surface textured with 9 hemispherical
microstructures or dimples. The surface density is mostly defined by the diameter (d) and spacing
(l) of the dimples along the surface. Figure 4b shows some of the different kinds of texture
geometries that are in use today. Each geometry provides a different tribological response.
Over the years, numerous techniques have been introduced to modify surface topography to
improve tribological performances. The successful implementation of textured surfaces in
tribological application is based on the following two major conditions, as mentioned by Costa et
al [22].
I.
II.

Optimized design pattern for the surface textures to achieve maximum efficiency.
A cost effective surface texturing technique which can be used for mass production.
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Over two decades of efforts have gone in trying to develop optimized parameters to increase the
load bearing capacity, while reducing the friction. These parameters were basically a function of
surface features like the shape, size and distribution, or operational features such as speed and load
[22].
3.2.1 Design Parameters
As mentioned in section 3.2, the design of texture surface play an important role in reducing the
friction in tribological contacts [19]. Over the years, a lot of effort has been put into determining
the optimal texturing parameters, ranging from texture shapes and size, surface roughness, asperity
distribution and orientation patterns.
Akbarzadeh et al. [25] discussed the effects of different surface patterns on the Stribeck curve.
The authors studied the effects of asperity distribution and orientation on friction properties. The
author generated three surface with asperities oriented in the transverse (perpendicular, Γ<1),
isotropic (no preferred direction, Γ=1), and longitudinal (parallel, Γ>1) directions with respect to
the fluid path. Γ represents the surface patterns which is used to characterize the asperity
orientation. Theoretical Stribeck curve for the friction coefficient against lubrication parameters
under mixed lubrication conditions for non-conformal (Figure 5a) and conformal contact (Figure
5b) were generated as shown:

a)

b)
Figure 5 - Stribeck Curve for a) Non-Conformal Contact, b) Conformal Contact [25].
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From Figure 5a, for non-conformal contact, the orientation of the asperities have a very minimal
effect on the friction coefficient between transverse and longitudinal. However, for conformal
contact in Figure 5b, there is a definite drop in the friction coefficient as we move from transverse
to longitudinal orientation. This drop is observed because under transverse (perpendicular,
Γ=0.2<1) orientation, there is an increase in asperity-asperity contact, which impedes the fluid
flow and hence increase the friction coefficient and causes a higher film to form. Whereas, for
longitudinal (parallel, Γ=3>1) orientation the asperities being parallel to lubricant flow form create
thinner lubricant film and have a reduced friction coefficient.
Yu et al. [24] also studied the effects of surface-texture-orientation on friction coefficient. The
Stribeck curve generated in Figure 6a and b compares the friction performance of untextured
surfaces against textured surfaces having circular, elliptical and triangular dimples under parallel
perpendicular orientation respectively. It is observed that dimples of elliptical nature, having a
perpendicular orientation to the sliding direction, showed the best friction coefficient reduction.

a)

b)

Figure 6 - Stribeck Curve for Surface Feature a) Parallel to Sliding Direction, b) Perpendicular to Sliding Direction [24].

The authors [24] also developed an analytical model predicting the optimum load-carrying
capacity of the textured surfaces under perpendicular and parallel orientation. Theoretical tests
18

showed that ellipse under perpendicular orientation to sliding direction possessed the optimum
load-carrying capacity, due to its ability to generate the maximum hydrodynamic pressure under
various operating conditions. This could be based on the fact that, ellipse under perpendicular
orientation have the optimal ratio of long axis to short axis, when other texture parameters like
dimple area, area ratio, and dimple depth are fixed.
In [26], Yuan et al. provided further empirical evidence that texture orientation as well as dimple
geometry are defining factors in reducing friction coefficient. The authors found that under low
speeds of around 200 rpm and low contact pressure values of 0.12 Mpa, micro-grooves of 7 µm
depth and perpendicular to the sliding direction provided the best reduction in friction coefficient
(38.2%). But with contact pressure increased to 0.5 MPa, under similar conditions, the grooves
with a depth of 19 µm and parallel orientation provided the best friction coefficient reduction.
These results warrant the idea that not only surface texturing parameters but even operation
condition have an effect on the coefficient of friction.
Ramesh et al. [27] studied how various texture parameters of micro-dimples can have an effect on
the friction coefficient of automotive components like bearings and piston rings. Micro-dimples
of circular nature having varying width, depth, pitch, density and aspect ratio were tested over a
range of normal loads, contact pressure, and sliding velocity. Results obtained suggest that,
textures with a depth of 105 µm, density of 20-25% and width of 100-200 µm, provided a friction
reduction of almost 80% compared to untextured surfaces.
Galda et al. [28] also, performed some experimental tests to study how the geometry and density
distribution of oil pockets or dimples can affect the friction properties. Figure 7 shows this
dependence of friction coefficient µ on Hersey parameter λ (m) for different dimple shapes and
varying dimple densities.
19

a)

b)

c)
Figure 7 – Effect of Hersey (λ) parameter on friction coefficient (µ) for a) Spherical, b) Long Drop, c) Short Drop dimples,
having different densities (S) [28].

From Figure 7, dimple densities of 20% have unfavorable friction coefficient values for spherical
and short drop dimple geometries. The author suggest that this could be caused because of their
inability to maintain the temperature during the tests. But, favorable results are obtained for
spherical dimples (Figure 7a) having 12.5% density and long drop dimples (Figure 7b) having
10% density. According to the author, one reason for these favorable conditions was the
20

hydrodynamic effect, which increased the load carrying capacity, due to asymmetric pressure
distribution between the sliding surfaces. The other reason was the secondary lubrication effect,
which caused friction reduction, as a result of lubricant being retained in the oil pockets.
Ochoa et al. [21] studied the effect of surface texturing parameters on friction coefficient for copper
based test sample. After extensive testing of the different parameters, the authors suggest that
textured surface with a 5% slide-to-roll ratio (SRR) and dimple radius of 50 µm provided a
maximum drop of 43.67% in friction coefficient values, while, an average of 31% reduction is
seen across a range of 5-100% SRR and 50-200 µm. The authors point out that texture surface
density play a secondary role after micro-dimples sizes in reducing friction coefficient. Also, low
values of initial roughness and load at low velocities provide better lubrication, hence reduce
friction.
Tang et al. [1] purely discussed the effect of varying dimples area fractions on wear and friction
behavior. Tribological test were performed on three specimens of 2%, 5% and 10% dimple area
fractions respectively. A 38% friction coefficient reduction and 72% wear amount reduction was
observed in the 5% dimple area specimen compared to untextured surfaces. Also, the authors
suggested that the average hydrodynamic pressure distribution was affected by interaction between
adjacent dimples. The maximum average pressure distribution was observed for the 5% dimple
area fraction. The authors believe that, this occurs due to the asymmetric hydrodynamic pressure
distribution over the dimples, because of local cavitation in the diverging clearance of the dimples.
This conclusion is similar to Galda et al. [28].
Another interesting theory suggested by Kligerman et al. [29] is the relative advantage of using
partial surface texturing over full surface texturing. The authors develop an analytical model which
test the effect of various parameters like dimple diameter, area density, texture position and area
21

on the friction force generated. On the basis of a parametric analysis, a 30%-55% reduction in
average friction force was observed on samples having partially textured surfaces compared to full
textured surfaces. The authors also mentioned that the average friction force, while not dependent
on dimple diameter, decreased monotonically as the dimple density area increases.
Finally, Siripuram et al. [30] studied the effects of using negative (dimples) and positive (hills)
micro-asperity on friction properties. The authors suggest that the shape and orientation of the
micro-asperities might have an effect on the hydrodynamic performance. Also, for certain
conditions positive dimple fractions could have less lubricant leakage compared to negative dimple
fractions, thereby improving hydrodynamic performance. By testing different geometric asperities
of square, circle, diamond (square-oriented), hex, hex-oriented, triangle, and triangle-oriented
under both positive and negative conditions, the authors were able to conclude that
1) Friction coefficient is sensitive to asperity area fraction.
2) Friction coefficient is independent of asperity shape and orientation for positive features,
but dependent for negative features.
3) A critical asperity area fraction exits below which positive asperities have lower coefficient
of friction and vice versa is true.
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3.2.2 Manufacturing Techniques
With advancement in technologies over the years, a wide variety of experimental techniques have
been developed and tested for manufacturing surface textures. The idea was to develop an optimum
surface geometry which would reduce friction coefficient by enlarging the (elasto)hydrodynamic
lubrication zone as shown in Figure 3[21].
Costa et al. [22] suggested that the selection of a particular technique rested mainly on its
simplicity, high speed, commercial availability, equipment cost, texturing cost and speed, and
flexibility to produce geometrical patterns. According to the authors, the texturing techniques can
be categorized under the following:
1) Adding Material: Material is added to create the pattern features, resulting in small areas
of relief.
2) Removing Material: Material is removed to create the pattern, resulting in small
depressions.
3) Moving Material: Plastic deformation and redistribution of material from one part of the
surface to another occurs here.
4) Self-Forming: A textured is formed on the surface as a result of the wear-resistance, with
the wear-resistant material standing above the surrounding material

23

An extensive list of the current techniques used in surface texturing is shown Figure 8:

Figure 8 - Schematic Representation of the Tree Structure of Surface Texturing Techniques in use currently [22].

One of the earliest technique used for surface texturing is sandblasting. This process includes
projecting solid thin particles at high speeds across the surface to smooth, shape and clean it [12].
This technique is one of the most cost effective and easy to implement. But, control of texture
depth and uniformity of the texture surface are particular downsides to this technique, hence it has
limited applicability in controlled surface texture generation [8].
Other techniques developed were photolithography, electron beam and ion beam. These techniques
are capable of producing surface textures of high precision and on the order of nano-scales. But,
the need for a vacuum environment for operation means, investment in highly specialized
equipments and workspace [8]. This increased cost of production and also made this technique
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unsuitable for large scale production. Also, one other disadvantage of these methods are their
inability to texture on non-flat surfaces [20].
One of the most common methods in use today, is Laser Surface Texturing. Extensive research
has been done to study this technique by Etsion et al. [31–34], Braun et al. [35], Scaraggi et al.
[36] and many more. Its widespread use is a result of its ability to produce patterns with small
features, with an approximate depth of 200 nm and 20 µm diameters easily machinable. The other
benefits are that it’s a fast, environmentally clean technique with uses in multiple types of contact.
But, this technique possesses a problem with a burr formation around the dimple edge which
required post processing for a smooth surface. Another drawback faced is the texturing speed,
which increased due to the fact that the ablation threshold was not being achieved easily.
Matsumura et al. [37] forayed into the use of a mechanical system of surface texturing which uses
a two-flute ball end mill for texturing surfaces. Samples produced using this technique showed a
machining error of less than ±7 µm, proving this method to be a highly efficient surface texturing
technique. The authors also suggest that, if the revolution rate of the workpiece and feed rate of
the tool are high enough the micro dimples are machined independently.
Another method which is gaining popularity since the late 90’s is the vibrorolling technique tested
by Schneider et al. [38]. Some of the advantages of this technique are increased contact rigidity
and fatigue strength. Also, its independence of service characteristics like dimension, shape,
positioning and surface area, means quick and optimized surface finish. Also, this method uses
current conventional machining platforms, thereby eliminating the need for complex setup of
machining elements.
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Greco et al. [9] discuss a similar vibromechanical texturing technique which uses a CNC lathe
retrofitted with a piezoelectric-actuated tool which creates the micro dimple indentions. Using
surface topography calculations tool path motion over the surface is determined. These in turn help
determine the texture parameters. While these method showed a 90% dimensional error for steel,
it produced only 11% errors for aluminum samples. Although, this error could be countered by
using an elastic restoration factor and closed loop control system, it also suggest, that each
technique is advantageous for a particular material.
Finally, Iturralde [8] described a variation of the vibromechanical process, the MAM. This method
involves mechanical material removal by the use of a hard tool. It can be used for both internal as
well as external surfaces. This method uses a controlled modulation of the tool position, which is
superimposed on the workpieces motion. This controlled modulation of the tool cutting edge cause
periodic separation, thereby disrupting contact with the workpiece. As a result, variable textures
are imparted on the workpiece surface based on the relative orientation of the modulation. This
modulation can be applied either in parallel or perpendicular direction to cutting velocity or
combination of both. This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of previous work performed by
1. Proving the ease of operation of modulation-assisted-machining in face turning operation.
2. Providing experimental and simulation verification to explain the effects of various
parameters on various cutting and modulation parameters.
In Iturralde’s thesis, a repeatable pattern of micro-dimples are generated using a lathe-machining
configuration, under two types of two types of texturing:


Plunging-Type Texturing: Dimpled texture surface is generated by a controlled periodic
contact of the tool and the workpiece in this configuration. The tool is engaged at a constant
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depth of cut (d), while traversing radially along the end face at constant feed rate (s0)
(Figure 9a and b). A modulation applied to the tool in the direction of depth of cut, causes
a periodic change in it. Depending on the parameters, discrete concentric groove segments
can be imparted on the work piece at repeated periodic intervals.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 9 - Schematic of MAM tooling configuration to produce textured surfaces in a) Plunging type (Facing), b) Plunging type
(Turning), c) Sliding type (Turning) [10]



Sliding-Type Texturing: In this type of operation, a reciprocating continuous contact is
applied between the tool and the workpiece. The tool is engaged at a constant depth of cut
(d), but, unlike plunging-type, it travels parallel to the workpiece axis at a constant feed
rate (s0) as shown in fig. 9b. Here, the modulation is applied in the feed direction. Using
successive machining passes, periodic micro-surface topographies of various natures can
be imparted to the workpiece surface.

On the basis of the texturing techniques used we see that dimples with lengths varying from 7.4
mm to 185 µm, width varying from 670 µm to 66 µm and depth varying from 24 µm to 6.4 µm
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can be generated. This is a result of the vast range of combinations made possible because of the
ease with which tool geometry, machining and modulation conditions can be varied. Of the two
configurations studied, plunging type texturing surface with constant surface speed provided more
promising texture results because of the homogenous features produced.
In this thesis, samples produced in plunging-type texture configuration by MAM will be tested to
determine wear and friction behavior properties. The samples will be provided by Dr. Saldana’s
group at Georgia Institute of Technology.
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4.0

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED WORK

The objective of this thesis is to:
1. Experimentally study tribological properties of textured surfaces created by MAM.
2. Create a theoretical model to predict the friction behavior of textured surfaces by MAM.
3. Compare the model predictions with the experiment results.
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5.0

WORK PERFORMED TO DATE

Over the past year, Dr. Iglesias and her team [39] tested the tribological properties of textured 360
brass disk against AISI 440C stainless steel balls. Three samples having a low (LDD), medium
(MDD), and high (HDD) dimple densities respectively were generated by varying the feed rate
and compared with a control sample (CS) (Figure 10).

Figure 10 - Optical Images of the Samples: a) CS; b) LDD; c) MDD and d) HDD [39].

Using ball-on-flat tribometer, wear tests were performed to understand the effect of frequency and
load. Figure 11a and b shows the effects of sliding frequency and normal load respectively on the
wear volume. At low frequency and low loads, wear volume loss for textured and untextured
surface is relatively similar. But as the frequency and loading increase, there is a marked variation
in the wear volume of up to 41% wear volume reduction between the CS and the MDD.
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a)

b)

Figure 11 - Effect of a) Frequency on average wear volume, b) Effect of Normal Load on average wear volume [39].
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6.0

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL WORK

This section describes the test equipment setup and experimental procedure used to obtain the
coefficient of friction and wear values for the samples. A pin-on-disk tribometer (Figure 12) was
used to study the effects of textured surfaces created using Modulation Assisted Machining
(MAM) on the friction and wear behavior of the materials in contact.

Figure 12 - Schematic Representation of the Pin-On-Disk Tribometer

6.1 Experimental Work
6.1.1 Sample Preparation
All test specimens were provided by Dr. Saldana’s team at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Aluminum 6061-T6 cylindrical bar stocks were used to fabricate test specimens (disks) of diameter
1.25 inches (31.75 mm) and 0.375 inches (9.525 mm) thickness. Roughing (0.005 mm/rev, 244
m/min, and 0.254 mm depth of cut) and finishing (.005 mm/rev, 366 m/min, and 0.254 mm depth
of cut) tools were used to achieve the desired surface roughness of around 0.02 µm. This value
was chosen to mimic surface roughness of most piston ring and bearing surfaces[40]. Surface
roughness was measured using an Alpha-Step IQ Surface Profiler with 5000 µm scan length at 50
µm/s and a sampling rate of 50 Hz using a stylus force of 5.78 mg [41].
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Surface textures were created using a modulated face-plunging MAT texturing orientation by an
Iscar MIFR 8-1.60-0.80 carbide face grooving tool of 17.78 mm diameter. Figure 13 shows a
schematic drawing of the insert and dimensions [41].

Figure 13 - An Iscar MIFR 8-1.60-0.80 carbide face grooving tool with I=17.7 mm, W=1.60 mm, R=0.80 mm, f=2.6 mm,
h3=6.5mm, Tmax=5.50mm, L5=11.00mm [41]

Table 1 provides the manufacturing conditions used to create the samples for the tribological study.
The textured geometrical dimensions (length, depth and width) and surface properties (Roughness
and Hardness) are provided in Table 2. Texture depths ranging from 7µm to 18µm were chosen so
as not to encounter any geometric tooling constraints while assuring that a useful range of
modulation depths were available to study. Another set of textured samples were created at 7 µm
by varying the modulation frequency (fm) to study the effects of texture density.
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Table 1 - Machining Conditions for Generating Al 6061-T6 Samples
Manufacturing Parameters
Sample
Type

Vpp

Voff

ap

(V)

(V)

(mm)
0.254

Untextured

ho (mm/rev)

0.005

# of Textures/rev

fm

fw (Hz)

(Hz)
0

366 m/min

7 µm

60

75

100

2

50

7 µm

60

75

60

2

30

12 µm

93

75

60

2

30

18 µm

136

75

60

2
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Table 2 - Summary of Sample Parameters

Sample

#

Average

Description sample Ra (µm)

STD Average

STD

Ra Hardnes Hardnes
(µm) s (HRB) s (HRB)

Average STD Average STD Average STD
texture texture texture texture texture texture
depth depth Length Length Width Width
(µm)

(µm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

12

0.018 0.003

61.7

1.18

12

0.018 0.002

61.5

0.56

6.78

0.58

0.54

0.07

0.20

0.03

7 µm, 60 Hz

12

0.020 0.003

61.2

0.56

7.20

1.41

1.04

0.13

0.23

0.03

12 µm

12

0.019 0.002

61.6

0.68

12.13

1.08

0.99

0.08

0.28

0.02

18 µm

12

0.019 0.004

60.9

0.84

18.28

1.71

1.02

0.05

0.34

0.02

Untextured
7 µm,
100Hz

no textures
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6.1.2 Sample Material Properties
A one inch thick cylindrical pin (0.078 inch diameter) and a 0.375 inch thick aluminum disk (1.25 inch
diameter) were used in this pin-on-disk tribometer. The relevant material properties of both the pin and
disk are seen in Table 3.
Table 3 - Material Properties Used in Experimentation

Material Dimensions

Material Properties
Modulus of

Thickness
Poisson’s

Grade

Elasticity

Diameter
/Length

Hardness
Ratio

(mm)

(GPa)

(mm)

High Speed
Pin

190-210

0.27-0.30

HRC 65

2

25.4

68.9

0.33

HRB 60

31.75

9.5

Tool Steel
Al6061 –
Disk
T6

Pin hardness was selected on the data provided from the manufacturer’s specifications [42]. The
hardness of the aluminum Al6061-T6 was found experimentally post surface texturing. The results
of the hardness testing are shown in Table 3
.
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6.1.3 Lubricant Properties
The lubricant used in this study is the Synton PAO 40 ( poly alpha olefin) [43]. This lubricant is
commonly used as base stock and viscosity builder in a wide range of industrial and lubrication
oil products including gear oils, bearing lubricants and turbine oils. Its properties are as shown in
Table 4.
Table 4 - Lubricant Properties
Properties

PAO 40

Kinematic Viscosity @ 100˚C, cSt

40

Specific Gravity (20/20˚C)

0.842

Color, APHA

20

Flash Point, ˚C, ASTM D-92

280

Pour Point, ˚C, ASTM D-97

-30
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6.1.4 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup can be seen in Figure 14. The device used in this study was a pin-on-disk
rotary tribometer which characterized the friction and wear properties of the test specimen.

Figure 14 - Pin-On-Disk Tribometer

In this experiment, a high speed steel pin of diameter 2 mm and precision ground is kept in contact
with the test specimen (Aluminum 6061 – T6 disk) which rotates with the help of BLWRPG173S24V-4000-R4.9 brushless planetary gear motor. As seen in Figure 14, loads with varying mass can
be place on top of the pin, but, for the purpose of this experiment, a constant load of 1 kg is used,
which results in a contact pressure of 3.142 MPa, assuming conformal contact conditions hold.
This applied contact pressure is kept constant for all iterations. 0.5 ml of synthetic poly alpha olefin
(Synton PAO 40) was added as lubricant before each test with no additional lubrication.
The variables used in this study were the sliding velocity and textured depth. Since a constant
sliding distance of 1000 m was set, sliding velocity varied approximately from 0.1 - 0.4 m/s
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corresponding to speeds from 100 – 400 rpm. As a result, test timings varied from 160 min (100
rpm) to 40 min (400 rpm). The test parameters are provided in Table 5.
Table 5 – Experimental Parameters Used in Pin-On-Disk Tribometer Testing

Sliding
Distance (m)

Contact

Pin

Pressure

Diameter

(MPa)

(mm)

Load

Sliding
Speed

(kg)

Test time
Velocity

(rpm)

(min)
(m/sec)

1000

1

3.142

2

100

0.105

159

1000

1

3.142

2

200

0.209

80

1000

1

3.142

2

300

0.314

53

1000

1

3.142

2

400

0.419
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The coefficient of dynamic friction was recorded every second of the test time with help of two
Kyowa KFG-2-120-C1-11 strain gauges which are wired in a half bridge configuration and a
SCXI-1520 Universal Strain Gauge Module. After testing, an Olympus BH2 optical microscope
was used to qualitatively analyze the wear tracks. Empirical analysis of the wear tracks was done
using a Taylor-Hobson Talysurf surface profilometer.
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The wear volume for textured and untextured surface was calculated using the following method:

Figure 15 – Method of wear calculation - Profile Area Method

Profile Area Method – This method involves calculating the areas on a wear profile track as shown
in Figure 15b. To use this method, first a Taylor-Hobson Talysurf surface profilometer was used
to record and extract the wear track cross section profile. Then a MATLAB code was used to
calculate the negative (A1) and positive (A2 and A3) areas. A net area is calculated which when
inserted in equation 1, provided the required wear volume for the textured and untextured samples.
𝑊 = 2𝜋𝑅[𝐴1 − (𝐴2 + 𝐴3 )]

(1)
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6.2 Analytical Work
Theoretically, textured surface designing for any contact based surfaces is considered to have a
perfect geometry. But in practice, ideal surface textures are never obtained by the use of any
manufacturing techniques. This error in geometry surface parameters do have some effect on the
tribological performance of textured surface. Having determined the magnitude of geometric error
based experimental calculation in section 6.1, a two-dimensional model to study the effect of
textured surfaces along with consideration of geometric errors on tribological properties was
developed [44].
6.2.1 Lubrication Model
For this model, only one asperity geometry is considered, namely elliptical. Using Modulation
Assisted Machining, only one of the asperity geometric parameter, namely texture depth has been
varied. This model studies the tribological behavior over one dimple cell. The motor speed is
varied between 0.1-0.4 m/s. These values were selected based on equipment limitation. The
parameters used in this study are summarized in Table 6. The lubrication model is based on
Siripuram et al.[30] model with incorporations from Venkatesan [44] to include asperity error
geometry.
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Table 6 - Parameters Used for Theoretical Study
Parameter

Symbol

Units

Type of Texture
Untextured

Textured
100 – 400

Speed

U

RPM

Dimple Depth

a

µm

7

Modulation

fm

Hz

100

b

mm

0.54

1.04

0.99

1.02

c

mm

0.20

0.23

0.28

0.34

Ra

µm

0.055

0.0675

7

12

18

60

Frequency
Dimple Major
Axis
Dimple Minor
Axis
Surface

~ 0.02

Roughness
Asperity Area

δ

0.0213

0.0475

Fraction
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This model uses a single square symmetric unit cell around each dimple on which periodic
boundary condition are applied, which account for the asperity interaction in the direction of the
motion. Figure 16a shows a top view of the periodic distribution of dimples on the textured
surface, where r is the radius at which the textured dimple ring is machined on the surface. We
assume a small face width, which allows us to unroll the texture ring into a long unilateral strip
with equi-spaced dimples with a defined Cartesian coordinates system. Figure 16b and c display
the geometry of the elliptical dimple in a unit cell and the cross-section profile of the contact
geometry used in this study respectively.

Figure 16 – (a) Sample Disk with Textured Surface; (b) Dimple Geometry within Unit Cell; (c) Cross Section Profile during Test
(Not to Scale)
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The overall film thickness at any given point on the surface is denoted by h and based on the
elliptical geometry in Figure 16b;

ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) = {

ℎ𝑜 ,
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
ℎ𝑜 + 𝑘 ∗ 𝑎,
𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

(2)

Where, k is the function of x and y position and is maximum at x=y=0.
The average flow Reynolds equation for a mixed lubrication flow, originally proposed by Patir
and Cheng [45], and modified by Zhang et al. [46] to study the influence of pressure on asperity
geometry is as follows:
𝜕
𝜕𝑃𝐻
𝜕
𝜕𝑃𝐻
𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜑𝑠
(𝜑𝑥 ℎ3
)+
(𝜑𝑦 ℎ3
) = 6𝑈𝜂 (𝜑𝑐
+ 𝜎
)
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥

(4)

Since, the pin is considered to be almost completely flat, the squeeze film terms are neglected.
Pressure variation across film thickness are also neglected. The following boundary conditions
[30] are imposed on the unit cell:
𝐿
−𝐿
𝑃𝐻 (𝑥, ) = 𝑃𝐻 (𝑥, ) = 0
2
2

(5)

𝐿
−𝐿
𝑃𝐻 (𝑦, ) = 𝑃𝐻 (𝑦, )
2
2

(6)

𝜕𝑃𝐻
𝐿
𝜕𝑃 𝐿
(− , 𝑦) =
( , 𝑦)
𝜕𝑥
2
𝜕𝑍 2

(7)

The cavitation condition is approximated as follows:
𝑝 = 𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑣 = 0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑝 < 0

(8)
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The Reynolds equation is solved using finite difference based on Gauss-Siedel method with the
solution being iterated using a successive over relaxation with a square, staggered grid and
optimized bearing number.
The pressure results obtained are used to calculate the load per unit area for one unit cell using the
following equation [44]:
𝐿⁄
2

𝑊=

1
∫
𝐿2

𝐿⁄
2

∫ 𝑃𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

(9)

−𝐿⁄ −𝐿⁄
2
2

These iterations are continued by varying the assumed initial film thickness until W converges
with the experimental value of the load applied on the pin (Wapp).
The average shear stress in the fluid is as follows:
𝐿⁄
2

𝜏𝑎𝑣𝑔 =

1
∫
𝐿2

𝐿⁄
2

∫ 𝜏(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

(10)

−𝐿⁄ −𝐿⁄
2
2

𝜕𝑈

Where the shear stress is expressed as,

𝜏(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜎 𝜕𝑥

The coefficient of friction is given by:

𝜇𝑓 =

𝐹
𝑊

(11)

(12)

Where, for our case, it can be approximated to [30]:

𝜇𝑓 = 𝜂

𝑈
𝑊∗ℎ

(13)
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Based on these equations, a numerical model was developed to compute the coefficient of
friction values for the untextured and textured surfaces. Figure 17 shows the geometric
representations of the textures used in this study. Analytical and experimental comparison of the
results is done in the next section.

Figure 17 - Texture Geometry Images a) 7µm; b) 12 µm; c) 18 µm.
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7.0

Results and Discussion

The coefficient of friction (µf) [COF] values for untextured surface were compared with textured
surfaces for a range of sliding velocities varying from 0.1-0.4 m/s with the help of the pin-on-disk
tribometer. These COF measurements were plotted as a function of the dimensionless Hersey’s
number (ηv/p) [13] as shown in Figure 18, where, η refers to absolute viscosity of the fluid (Synton
PAO 40), v refers to the rotational speed (rpm) and p is the absolute pressure (Pa). As observed
from Figure 18, coefficient of friction values follows a transition from mixed lubrication regime
to full hydrodynamic lubrication regime as the Hersey number increases from ηv/p = 12.8 to ηv/p
= 51.2.

STRIBECK CURVE
Untextured

0.3

7um, 60 Hz

12um, 60 HZ

18um, 60 Hz

Coefficient of Friction

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

10

20

30
ηv/p

40

50

60

Figure 18 - Stribeck Curve for Untextured and Textured Surfaces at ηv/p = 12.8, 25.6, 38.4 and 51.2
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7.1 Experimental Results
7.1.1 Stribeck Curve
Figure 18 shows the Stribeck curves for textured and untextured surfaces between Hersey number
ηv/p = 12.8 and ηv/p = 47. As observed, there is a decrease in COF for untextured surfaces
compared to textured surfaces, a similarity as observed in Figure 3. The hypothesis for this result
is that these textures act as trap wear debris, thereby eliminating “plowing” and reducing friction
[18]. Also, by acting as lubricant reservoirs, surface to surface contact is reduced which further
reduces the wear and tear of material thereby again reducing friction, which is explained in the
later sections in this document. These effects are clearly observed in Figure 19 and Figure 20,
where untextured surfaces have a higher coefficient of friction as compared to textured surfaces.

Coefficient of Friction vs Time (0.105 m/s)
Coefficient of Friction

0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

Time (sec)
Untextured

7um, 100 Hz

7um, 60Hz

12um, 60 Hz

18um, 60 Hz

Figure 19 - Coefficient of Friction vs Time for; a) Untextured; b) 7um, 100 Hz; c) 7um, 60Hz; d) 12um, 60Hz; e) 18um, 60Hz
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18um, 60 Hz
0.11

12um, 60Hz
0.144

7um, 60Hz
0.102

7um, 100Hz
0.124

Untextured
0.232

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION VS SAMPLE TYPE
(0.105 M/S)

SAMPLE TYPE

Figure 20 - Coefficient of Friction Summary at 0.105 m/s Sliding Velocity

Previous studies [21] have shown that textured surfaces accelerate the onset of the elastohydrodynamic regime of lubrication, thereby lowering the coefficient of friction at the same
velocity keeping all other parameters constant. This fact is in agreement with our results as seen
in Figure 18 through Figure 20, where we observe a similar effect, with textured surfaces having
a lower coefficient of friction at as compared to untextured surfaces, particularly between ηv/p =
12.8 to ηv/p = 30 with all other parameters being constant.
Table 7 represents the COF (µ) measurements at different texture depths for increasing speeds. At
low surface velocities COF reduction of as high as 56% is observed in texture depth of 7µm, 60Hz
as compared to untextured surface. Overall, results suggest that textured surfaces have an average
of 26% reduction in COF over untextured surface over the whole operating range. But as we move
to higher values of Hersey number, ηv/p = 30 and more, we see that COF values are almost similar
and in the hydrodynamic regime, for textured as well as untextured surfaces. This suggest that at
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higher speeds, as a result of full film lubrication, lubricant properties affect friction values, as
observed in Figure 21 and Figure 22, with very minimal variation in coefficient of friction.

Coefficient of Friction vs Time (0.419 m/s)
Coefficient of Friction

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Time (sec)
Untextured

7um, 100 Hz

7um, 60Hz

12um, 60 Hz

18um, 60 Hz

Figure 21 - Coefficient of Friction at 400RPM; a) Untextured; b) 7um, 100 Hz; c) 7um, 60Hz; d) 12um, 60Hz; e) 18um, 60Hz

18um, 60 Hz
0.083

12um, 60Hz
0.09

7um, 60Hz
0.087

7um, 100Hz
0.066

Untextured
0.083

FRICTION COEFFICIENT

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION VS SAMPLE
TYPE (0.105 M/S)

SAMPLE TYPE

Figure 22 - Coefficient of Friction Summary at 0.419 m/s Sliding Velocity
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Table 7 - Coefficient of Friction (u) measurements for Rotating Pin-On-Disk Tribometer.

Contact
Sample

Normal
RPM

Type

%
Viscosity

Pressure

nv/p

µf

std of µf

Reduction

(cm2/s)

Load (N)
(MPa)

in µf

100

9.81

3.123

0.4

12.81

0.23

0.03

200

9.81

3.123

0.4

25.62

0.11

0.01

300

9.81

3.123

0.4

38.42

0.09

0.02

400

9.81

3.123

0.4

51.23

0.08

0.02

100

9.81

3.123

0.4

12.81

0.12

0.01

46.39

7 µm, 100

200

9.81

3.123

0.4

25.62

0.06

0.02

48.72

Hz

300

9.81

3.123

0.4

38.42

0.09

0.01

2.16

400

9.81

3.123

0.4

51.23

0.07

0.01

20.16

100

9.81

3.123

0.4

12.81

0.10

0.00

56.11

7 µm, 60

200

9.81

3.123

0.4

25.62

0.07

0.04

40.71

Hz

300

9.81

3.123

0.4

38.42

0.06

0.02

35.56

400

9.81

3.123

0.4

51.23

0.09

0.03

4.47

100

9.81

3.123

0.4

12.81

0.14

0.01

37.69

12 µm, 60

200

9.81

3.123

0.4

25.62

0.07

0.03

35.2

Hz

300

9.81

3.123

0.4

38.42

0.08

0.00

12.3

400

9.81

3.123

0.4

51.23

0.09

0.01

8.16
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Also, similar to studies in [26–28] the COF varies differently at a particular Hersey number for
different texture depths and density as seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24 respectively, which is
indicative of the fact that texturing parameters have an effect on tribological properties. While
texture density play a minimal role in friction reduction across lubrication regimes (Figure 24), at
low velocities, shallower textures seem to produce better results compared to deeper ones (Figure
23). These results are in agreement with Ochoa et al. [21], where they mention that texture
density plays a secondary role to texture size.
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Figure 23 - Stribeck Curve for Effect of Texture Depth (7um, 12um and 18um) on Coefficient of Friction.

While not observed for our results based on Figure 24, studies in [21,28,47] provide basis for the
fact that a lower texture density might be beneficial in reducing friction at low velocities, owing
to the hydrodynamic effect, which increases the load carrying capacity, as a result of asymmetric
pressure distribution between the contact surfaces and the added benefit of the lubrication effect.
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Figure 24 - Effect of Dimple Density (7um – 100 Hz, 50 and 60 Hz, 30 nos. respectively) on Coefficient of Friction
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7.1.2 Wear
In this section, the effect of surface texturing process on material wear is studied. As mentioned
in the experimental setup section, profile area method was used to calculate the volume of wear
across the surface.

Wear Volume - Profile Area Measurements (mm3)
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Figure 25 - Wear Volume for Untextured And Textured surfaces at representative Rotational Speeds; Profile Area Method

Figure 25 (Profile Area Method) show representative wear volume comparison for textured and
untextured surfaces at successive rotational speeds. Clearly, at low rotational speeds, 7 µm at 60
Hz has the lowest wear volume. This is clearly in line with the coefficient of friction results
observed, where, 7 µm at 60 Hz has a maximum coefficient of friction reduction of almost 90%.
Overall, wear volume variation of 0.14 mm3 is observed across the whole range, with largest gap
being at 100 RPM, and least variation being at 400RPM.
Figure 26 shows the representative microscopic wear track images of the untextured and textured
samples. The images show textures to be almost centered in the wear track, with no unnecessary
post testing deformities. Also, no wear debris seems to be left behind in the textures, as was
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reported in studies [48–50], which could probably be a result of reduction in interfacial wear,
between the contacting surfaces.

Figure 26 - Representative Microscopic Images of Wear Track for, (a) Untextured; (b) Textured

Figure 27 represents the compared profilometer traces of the wear profile cross section for textured
and untextured surfaces. Wear profile tracks of untextured surface show a high amount of surfacesurface contact which has resulted in material loss due to abrasive wear. This could possibly be a
reason of untextured surfaces not being able to retain any lubricant between contacting area, unlike
surfaces with texture. As a result, more penetration occurs into the aluminum samples with
successive passes of the steel pin over the contacting area. This material wear could also be
accelerated due to shear, a result of the wear debris not being trapped anywhere. But with
increasing rotational speed there seems to be decrease in wear depth, which should reduce wear
volume and material loss, indicating a formation of a lubricating film, in accordance with the
Stribeck theory.
On the other hand, textured surfaces seem to positively affect the material loss between the
contacting surfaces. While wear depth of 11µm is observed for untextured surfaces at 100 RPM,
textured surfaces at similar speeds show a decrease of almost 55% in wear depth. This is due to
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the fact that the textures are able to retain some of the lubricant present, creating a lubricating film
between the contacting surfaces, and also trap some of the wear debris formed as a result of the
initial passes of the steel pin over the aluminum sample, thereby reducing material loss due to
shear.
In according with our coefficient of friction results and Stribeck theory, it is clear, that the variation
in wear depth between untextured and textured surfaces reduces as the rotational speed increases,
indicating the change in lubrication regime. This is fully evident in the 400 RPM wear profile
tracks, where, untextured and 18 µm depth textures have an almost similar wear area. From our
literature, we can assume that this is due to the fact that in hydrodynamic lubrication regime, in
addition to material contact, there is also wear loss due to viscous friction.

Figure 27 - Representative Profilometer Wear Track profile comparison for untextured and textured surfaces
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7.2 Analytical and Experimental Comparison
A numerical model was developed to compute the coefficient of friction values and then
compared with experimental data. Figure 28a-e represents this comparison of numerical and
experimental data. As can be observed, numerical data follows a similar trend to experimental
data. Thus, we can confirm that our hypothesis of flow transition from mixed to fully
hydrodynamic regime is valid.
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Coefficient of Friction (Experimental vs Numerical)
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Figure 28 - Coefficient of Friction - Numerical and Experimental Comparison; (a) Untextured; (b) 7µm, 100 Hz; (c) 7µm, 60 Hz;
(d) 12µm, 60 Hz; (e) 12µm, 60 Hz
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8.0

CONCLUSION

The tribological effects of using plunging type MAM to create textured surfaces was studied.
Texturing parameters were varied by increasing the depth of the textured surface while all other
parameters were kept constant. The effects of this texture depths for varying sliding velocities were
studied. Conclusions from the results of the research can be summarized with a few points.
1) As expected, textured surfaces accelerate the onset of the elasto-hydrodynamic regime,
which allows for a lower coefficient of friction values over a larger range of Hersey
number, as compared to untextured surfaces.
2) The use of 7 µm at 60 Hz textured depth produced 56% friction reduction when tested at
low sliding velocity of 0.104 m/s at a contact pressure of 3.124 MPa, as compared to
untextured surfaces. At the same texture depth, a wear reduction of 87% is also observed
as compared to untextured surfaces.
3) A Stribeck curve was generated by varying the sliding velocity, with results suggesting a
transition from mixed to full hydrodynamic lubrication regime. As expected, minimal
coefficient of friction occurs at in the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime at the
transition boundary between mixed to full film lubrication regime. For textured surfaces,
variation in coefficient of friction are mainly observed at low sliding velocities of 0.104
m/s, while no reduction is observed at high speed of 0.419 m/s. This suggest that, textured
surfaces further reduce coefficient of friction by decelerating the rate at which friction
occurs, by reducing the surface to surface contact and providing a hydrodynamic up thrust.
This results in reduction of material wear and tear.
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4) An analytical model using average Reynolds flow equation and Gauss-Siedel finite
difference method of iteration is developed to simulate the coefficient of friction results,
which when compared to experimental data, confirm the validity of the mixed lubrication
model.
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9.0

SOCIETAL CONTEXT

One of the major problems the world faces currently is the loss of energy and mechanical
efficiency in machine components due to friction. Also, surface damage due to friction and
resulting part repairs and replacement has cost US industries a reportedly US $280 billion/year
[2]. Recent work in the field of surface modification and texturing has shown, that, artificially
created micro/macro textures significantly reduce friction and wear of lubricated surfaces [18].
The research proposed here will help understand how textured surfaces created using MAM
improve the tribological behavior of friction pairing components.
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10.0 FUTURE RESEARCH
The research hypothesis studied here while successful, merits further insights in the area of
textured surfaces. These are as follows,


The MAM manufacturing process can be further optimized to produce a wider range of
variability for texturing parameters to study. Also, while tribological effects for textures
on flat end surfaces were only studied, the same can be done for textures on shaft of the
material and for different materials.



While textured surfaces studied in this research did reduce coefficient of friction for
friction contact paring, variability in more than one parameter can also be studied to gain
an even deeper understanding.



Variations in testing condition can also be studied to further optimize the results.
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11.0 APPENDIX
Annex A: MATLAB CODE FOR FRICTION COEFFICIENT
1. Model to Solve General 2D lubrication problem for elliptical micro dimple in a
square array
function[lub_dimple,fric,Ra]=Lubrication2d_MAXED_ELLIPTICAL_PORTION(height,RP
M,DEPTH,Ra);
a=1.9; % percentage of R as major axis for ellipse
b=0.65; % percentage of R as minor axis for ellipse
% do=0.05
% di=0.03
ni=17; % # of node points in x-direction MUST BE ODD!
nj=17; % # of node points in z-direction MUST BE ODD!
delta_sq=.0213; % Asperity area fraction (0.59 hex, positive)
N=RPM; %rpm of rotation
r=0.01; %distance from center for calculating sliding velocity
U=2*pi*r*N/60; % slider velocity in x-direction (m/sec)
mu=396 * 1e-6 * 1000*0.85; % fluid viscosity calculated in PaS; here 396 is in cSt
t=.001; % 1/2 of side length of unit cell (m)
Pout=0; % pressure at outer boundary (top in z) (N/m2)
Pin=0; % pressure at inner boundary (bottom in z)
Pini=0; % inital guess at pressures (N/m2)
Pcav=0; % cavitation pressure (N/m2)
h1=DEPTH; % step height (m)
W_d=1; % desired unit load (N/m2)
ho=height; % initial assumed film thickness over step (m)
e_crit=1e-5; % convergence criteria
m_max=500; % max number of iterations
m=tan(0.00*pi/180); % Slope of inclination. NOTE here that 0 is the inclination angle and
that can be changed.
%Specify Cavitation Condition %
cav_cond=3; % 1-Full, 2-Half, 3-Reynolds
%Specify Asperity Geometry
geom_cond=1; % 1-circle 2-square 3-hex_perp %4-hex_par 5-triang_perp 6-triang_par
asp_cond=2; % 1-positive 2-negative
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%COMPUTE THE GRID PARAMETERS
Lx=2*t; % length in x dir
Lz=2*t; % length in y dir
dx=Lx/(ni-1); % nodal separation in x-dir
dy=Lz/(nj-1); % nodal separation in y-dir
x(1)=-Lx/2; % x location of film thicknes at node 1
y(1)=-Ly/2; % y location of film thickness at node 1
nhi=2*ni-1; % number of h's in x-direction
nhj=2*nj-1; % number of h's in y-direction
for ii=2:nhi,
x(ii)=x(ii-1)+dx/2; % x-locations of (1/2)t before node ii,jj
end
for jj=2:nhj,
z(jj)=y(jj-1)+dy/2; % y-location at node ii,jj
end

% COMPUTE THE ASPERITY GEOMETRY, BETA & GAMMA FOR A GIVEN
DELTA_SQ.
R=sqrt(delta_sq*(2*t)^2/pi); % radius of circle with given delta_sq (m)
s=sqrt(delta_sq*(2*t)^2); % side of square with given delta_sq
% COMPUTE THE FILM THICKNESS FOR THE ASPERITY GEOMETRY
if asp_cond==2, % NEGATIVE ASPERITIES
if geom_cond==1,
[h]=circle_neg_film_inclined(x,z,R,m,ho,h1,a,b); % call film thickness function
end
end
figure
surf(x,z,h); % plot the film thickness
%SOLUTION MODULE- CALL SUBROUTINES
[P_solve,filmthick]=solve_pressure_gs(ni,nj,Pini,nhi,nhj,dx,dz,h,mu,U,Pin,Pout,Pcav,cav_co
nd,m_max,e_crit);
filmthick;
% pick off the x and y coordinates for plotting!
i=0;
for ii=1:2:nhi,
i=i+1;
xf(i)=x(ii);
yf(i)=y(ii);
end
P_max=max(max(P_solve));
P_min=min(min(P_solve));
P_avg=mean(mean(P_solve));
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figure
surf(zf,xf,P_solve) % plots the pressure solution
%Load capacity
[W_psi,W_tot]=load_unit_cell(ni,nj,dx,dz,Lx,Lz,P_solve);
area = ((pi*0.002^2)/4);
WNET=W_psi*area;
W_psi=9.81/((0.002^2)*pi/4);
% Friction Coefficient
[fc] = friction_coefficient(delta_sq,mu,U,W_psi,ho,h1,asp_cond);
lub_dimple=WNET;
fric=fc;
Ra = roughness_calculator(Lx,Lz,x,z,h,ho,dx);
End
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2. Model to compute film thickness
function [h] = square_neg_film_inclined(x,z,R,m,ho,h1,a,b)
% This m-file computes the film thickness for a eliptical dimple.
% It is called from square_array.m
nhi=max(size(x));
nhj=max(size(z));
for ii=1:nhi,
for jj=1:nhj,
h(ii,jj) = ho + h1;
if sqrt((x(ii)^2)/(a*R)^2+(z(jj)^2)/(b*R)^2) < -1,
h(ii,jj)=ho + m * (((nhi-1)/2) * (x((nhi-1)/2)-x(ii)));
elseif sqrt((x(ii)^2)/(a*R)^2+(z(jj)^2)/(b*R)^2) > 1,
h(ii,jj)=ho - m * (((nhi-1)/2) * (x(ii)-x((nhi-1)/2)));
end
end
end
for i=1:nhi
for j=1:nhj
if sqrt((x(i)^2)/(a*R)^2+(z(j)^2)/(b*R)^2) >= -1 &&
sqrt((x(i)^2)/(a*R)^2+(z(j)^2)/(b*R)^2) <= 1,
temp1(i,j)= h(i,j) - (z(j)^2/(b*R)^2) * h1;
temp2(i,j)= h(i,j) - (x(i)^2/(a*R)^2) * h1;
h(i,j)=min(temp1(i,j),temp2(i,j));
end
end
end

% if z(jj) < -s/2,
%
h(ii,jj)=ho+m*(((nhi-1)/2)*(z((nhi-1)/2)-z(ii)));
% elseif z(jj) > s/2,
%
h(ii,jj)=ho-m*(((nhi-1)/2)*(x(ii)-x((nhi-1)/2)));
% end
end
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3. Model to calculate Average Surface Roughness
function [Ra] = roughness_calculator(Lx,Lz,x,z,h,ho,dx)
% This m-file computes the average roughness which includes the dimple geometry
nhi=max(size(x));
nhj=max(size(z));
Z = 0;
length = 0;
for i=1:nhi
for j=1:nhj
Z = Z + (h(i,j)-ho)*dx;
end
length =length + Lx;
end
Ra = Z/length;
% rough = (rough^2 + (0.02e-6)^2)^(1/2); % averaging with disc roughness
%
% rough = (rough^2 + (0.2e-6)^2)^(1/2); % averaging with disc roughness
end

4. Model to calculate load per unit cell
function [W_psi,W_tot]=load_unit_cell(ni,nj,dx,dz,Lx,Lz,P_solve)
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ni_even=ni-1;
ni_odd=ni-2;
nj_even=nj-1;
nj_odd=nj-2;
%perform the z-direction summation
for i=1:ni,
sum_j(i)=P_solve(i,1)+P_solve(i,nj); % sum the first and last term
for jj=2:2:nj_even, % add in the even terms
sum_j(i)=sum_j(i)+4*P_solve(i,jj);
end
for jj=3:2:nj_odd, % add in the odd terms
sum_j(i)=sum_j(i)+2*P_solve(i,jj);
end
end
%perform the x-direction summation
sum_tot=sum_j(1)+sum_j(ni); % sum the first and last term
for ii=2:2:ni_even, % add in the even terms
sum_tot=sum_tot+4*sum_j(ii);
end
for ii=3:2:ni_odd, % add in the odd terms
sum_tot=sum_tot+2*sum_j(ii);
end
%compute the load capacity using the summation
W_tot=(dx/3)*(dz/3)*sum_tot;
W_psi=W_tot/(Lx*Lz);
5. Model to solve for pressure distribution
function[p_solve,filmthick,p3]=solve_pressure_gs(ni,nj,Pini,nhi,nhj,dx,dz,h,mu,U,Pin,Pout,P
cav,cav_cond,m_max,e_crit);
% This m-file function, is called by square_array to solve the Reynolds
% equation for pressure using the Gauss_siedel method.
% Initial guess at pressures
m=1; % the first set of pressures
for ii=1:ni,
for jj=1:nj,
P(ii,jj,m)=Pini;
end
end
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%Define Coefficients
i=0;
for ii=1:2:nhi,
i=i+1;
j=1;
if ii==1,
for jj=3:2:nhj-2,
j=j+1;
E(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(nhi-1,jj)^3);
F(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii+1,jj)^3);
G(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3);
H(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj+1)^3);
D(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(nhi-1,jj)^3+h(ii+1,jj)^3)+1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3+h(ii,jj+1)^3);
Q(i,j)=(6*mu*U/dx)*(h(ii+1,jj)-h(nhi-1,jj));
end
elseif ii==nhi,
for jj=3:2:nhj-2,
j=j+1;
E(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3);
F(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(2,jj)^3);
G(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3);
H(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj+1)^3);
D(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3+h(2,jj)^3)+1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3+h(ii,jj+1)^3);
Q(i,j)=(6*mu*U/dx)*(h(2,jj)-h(ii-1,jj));
end
else
for jj=3:2:nhj-2,
j=j+1;
E(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3);
F(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii+1,jj)^3);
G(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3);
H(i,j)=1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj+1)^3);
D(i,j)=1/dx^2*(h(ii-1,jj)^3+h(ii+1,jj)^3)+1/dz^2*(h(ii,jj-1)^3+h(ii,jj+1)^3);
Q(i,j)=(6*mu*U/dx)*(h(ii+1,jj)-h(ii-1,jj));
end
end
end
%Solution Kernal
e=1.0;
while e>e_crit,
%Set the boundary conditions
for ii=1:ni,
P(ii,1,m)=Pin;
P(ii,nj,m)=Pout;
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end
for i=1:ni,
for j=2:nj-1,
if i==1,
d1=E(i,j)*P(ni,j,m)+F(i,j)*P(i+1,j,m);
d2=G(i,j)*P(i,j-1,m)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m);
P(i,j,m+1)=1/D(i,j)*(d1+d2+Q(i,j));
elseif i==ni,
d1=E(i,j)*P(i-1,j,m)+F(i,j)*P(1,j,m);
d2=G(i,j)*P(i,j-1,m)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m);
P(i,j,m+1)=1/D(i,j)*(d1+d2+Q(i,j));
else
d1=E(i,j)*P(i-1,j,m+1)+F(i,j)*P(i+1,j,m);
d2=G(i,j)*P(i,j-1,m+1)+H(i,j)*P(i,j+1,m);
P(i,j,m+1)=1/D(i,j)*(d1+d2-Q(i,j));
end
if cav_cond==3
if P(i,j,m+1)<Pcav
P(i,j,m+1)=Pcav;
end
end
end
end
% error parameter %
ppeak=max(max(P(:,:,m+1)));
sum1=0;
for i=1:ni,
for j=2:nj-1,
d1=(P(i,j,m+1)-P(i,j,m))/ppeak;
sum1=sum1+d1^2;
end
end
e=1/((ni)*(nj-2))*sqrt(sum1);
m=m+1;
if m>m_max,
m;
break
end
end
%Set the boundary conditions on the final iteration
for ii=1:ni,
P(ii,1,m)=Pin;
P(ii,nj,m)=Pout;
end
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for ii=1:ni,
for jj=1:nj,
p_solve(ii,jj)=P(ii,jj,m);
end
end
p3=P;
filmthick=h;

Annex B: MATLAB CODE FOR WEAR PROFILE
clc
clear all
close all
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z = 12; %Fontsize for legend
% For 100 RPM
load 'RPM100_Un.txt';
load 'RPM100_7um_100.txt'
load 'RPM100_7um_60.txt'
load 'RPM100_12um_60.txt'
load 'RPM100_18um_60.txt'
data1 = dlmread('RPM100_Un.txt');
data2 = dlmread('RPM100_7um_100.txt');
data3 = dlmread('RPM100_7um_60.txt');
data4 = dlmread('RPM100_12um_60.txt');
data5 = dlmread('RPM100_18um_60.txt');
Un_x100 = data1(:,1);
Un_y100 = data1(:,2);
T7um100_x100 = data2(:,1);
T7um100_y100 = data2(:,2);
T7um60_x100 = data3(:,1);
T7um60_y100 = data3(:,2);
T12um60_x100 = data4(:,1);
T12um60_y100 = data4(:,2);
T18um60_x100 = data5(:,1);
T18um60_y100 = data5(:,2);
figure('Name','Position','NumberTitle','off','units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(Un_x100,Un_y100,'MarkerEdgeColor','k');
hold on;
plot(T7um100_x100,T7um100_y100,'MarkerEdgeColor','g');
hold on;
plot(T7um60_x100,T7um60_y100,'MarkerEdgeColor','b');
hold on;
plot(T12um60_x100,T12um60_y100,'MarkerEdgeColor','r');
hold on;
plot(T18um60_x100,T18um60_y100,'MarkerEdgeColor','y');
hold on;
xlabel ('Wear Width [mm]','FontSize', 22);
ylabel ('Wear Depth [\mum]','FontSize', 22);
title('100RPM')
h1_legend = legend('Untextured','7um 100Hz','7um 60Hz','12um 60Hz','18um
60Hz','Location','southeast');
hold on;
set(h1_legend,'FontSize',z);
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hold on;
grid on;
hold on;
grid minor;
hold on;
set(gcf,'color','white');
set(gca,'fontsize',22);
% export_WearDepth_Profile_100RPM
% For 200 RPM
load 'RPM200_Un.txt';
load 'RPM200_7um_100.txt'
load 'RPM200_7um_60.txt'
load 'RPM200_12um_60.txt'
load 'RPM200_18um_60.txt'
data6 = dlmread('RPM200_Un.txt');
data7 = dlmread('RPM200_7um_100.txt');
data8 = dlmread('RPM200_7um_60.txt');
data9 = dlmread('RPM200_12um_60.txt');
data10 = dlmread('RPM200_18um_60.txt');
Un_x200 = data6(:,1);
Un_y200 = data6(:,2);
T7um100_x200 = data7(:,1);
T7um100_y200 = data7(:,2);
T7um60_x200 = data8(:,1);
T7um60_y200 = data8(:,2);
T12um60_x200 = data9(:,1);
T12um60_y200 = data9(:,2);
T18um60_x200 = data10(:,1);
T18um60_y200 = data10(:,2);
% figure('Name','Position','NumberTitle','off','units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
subplot(2,2,2);
plot(Un_x200,Un_y200,'MarkerEdgeColor','k')
hold on;
plot(T7um100_x200,T7um100_y200,'MarkerEdgeColor','g')
hold on;
plot(T7um60_x200,T7um60_y200,'MarkerEdgeColor','b')
hold on;
plot(T12um60_x200,T12um60_y200,'MarkerEdgeColor','r')
hold on;
plot(T18um60_x200,T18um60_y200,'MarkerEdgeColor','y')
hold on;
xlabel ('Wear Width [mm]','FontSize', 22);
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ylabel ('Wear Depth [\mum]','FontSize', 22);
title('200RPM')
h1_legend = legend('Untextured','7um 100Hz','7um 60Hz','12um 60Hz','18um
60Hz','Location','southeast');
hold on;
set(h1_legend,'FontSize',z);
hold on;
grid on;
hold on;
grid minor;
hold on;
set(gcf,'color','white');
set(gca,'fontsize',22);
% For 300 RPM
load 'RPM300_Un.txt';
load 'RPM300_7um_100.txt'
load 'RPM300_7um_60.txt'
load 'RPM300_12um_60.txt'
load 'RPM300_18um_60.txt'
data11 = dlmread('RPM300_Un.txt');
data12 = dlmread('RPM300_7um_100.txt');
data13 = dlmread('RPM300_7um_60.txt');
data14 = dlmread('RPM300_12um_60.txt');
data15 = dlmread('RPM300_18um_60.txt');
Un_x300 = data11(:,1);
Un_y300 = data11(:,2);
T7um100_x300 = data12(:,1);
T7um100_y300 = data12(:,2);
T7um60_x300 = data13(:,1);
T7um60_y300 = data13(:,2);
T12um60_x300 = data14(:,1);
T12um60_y300 = data14(:,2);
T18um60_x300 = data15(:,1);
T18um60_y300 = data15(:,2);
% figure('Name','Position','NumberTitle','off','units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
subplot(2,2,3);
plot(Un_x300,Un_y300,'MarkerEdgeColor','k')
hold on;
plot(T7um100_x300,T7um100_y300,'MarkerEdgeColor','g')
hold on;
plot(T7um60_x300,T7um60_y300,'MarkerEdgeColor','b')
hold on;
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plot(T12um60_x300,T12um60_y300,'MarkerEdgeColor','r')
hold on;
plot(T18um60_x300,T18um60_y300,'MarkerEdgeColor','y')
hold on;
xlabel ('Wear Width [mm]','FontSize', 22);
ylabel ('Wear Depth [\mum]','FontSize', 22);
title('300RPM')
h1_legend = legend('Untextured','7um 100Hz','7um 60Hz','12um 60Hz','18um
60Hz','Location','southeast');
hold on;
set(h1_legend,'FontSize',z);
hold on;
grid on;
hold on;
grid minor;
hold on;
set(gcf,'color','white');
set(gca,'fontsize',22);
% For 400 RPM
load 'RPM400_Un.txt';
load 'RPM400_7um_100.txt'
load 'RPM400_7um_60.txt'
load 'RPM400_12um_60.txt'
load 'RPM400_18um_60.txt'
data16 = dlmread('RPM400_Un.txt');
data17 = dlmread('RPM400_7um_100.txt');
data18 = dlmread('RPM400_7um_60.txt');
data19 = dlmread('RPM400_12um_60.txt');
data20 = dlmread('RPM400_18um_60.txt');
Un_x400 = data16(:,1);
Un_y400 = data16(:,2);
T7um100_x400 = data17(:,1);
T7um100_y400 = data17(:,2);
T7um60_x400 = data18(:,1);
T7um60_y400 = data18(:,2);
T12um60_x400 = data19(:,1);
T12um60_y400 = data19(:,2);
T18um60_x400 = data20(:,1);
T18um60_y400 = data20(:,2);
% figure('Name','Position','NumberTitle','off','units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
subplot(2,2,4);
plot(Un_x400,Un_y400,'MarkerEdgeColor','k')
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hold on;
plot(T7um100_x400,T7um100_y400,'MarkerEdgeColor','g')
hold on;
plot(T7um60_x400,T7um60_y400,'MarkerEdgeColor','b')
hold on;
plot(T12um60_x400,T12um60_y400,'MarkerEdgeColor','r')
hold on;
plot(T18um60_x400,T18um60_y400,'MarkerEdgeColor','y')
hold on;
xlabel ('Wear Width [mm]','FontSize', 22);
ylabel ('Wear Depth [\mum]','FontSize', 22);
title('400RPM')
h1_legend = legend('Untextured','7um 100Hz','7um 60Hz','12um 60Hz','18um
60Hz','Location','southeast');
hold on;
set(h1_legend,'FontSize',z);
hold on;
grid on;
hold on;
grid minor;
hold on;
set(gcf,'color','white');
set(gca,'fontsize',22);
hold on;
hold on;
% h1_legend = legend([line1,line2,line3,line4,line5],{'Untextured','7um 100Hz','7um
60Hz','12um 60Hz','18um 60Hz'});
% hold on;
% set(h1_legend,'FontSize',z);
% newPosition = [0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6];
% newUnits = 'normalized';
% set(hL,'Position', newPosition,'Units', newUnits);
fprintf('Code Processed !! \n')
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Annex C: FRICTION CHARTS FOR SLIDING VELOCITIES

Coefficient of Friction vs Time (0.209 m/s)
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Figure 29 - Coefficient of Friction at 200RPM; a) Untextured; b) 7um, 100 Hz; c) 7um, 60Hz; d) 12um, 60Hz; e) 18um, 60Hz
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Figure 30 - Coefficient of Friction Summary at 0.209 m/s Sliding Velocity
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Coefficient of Friction vs Time (0.314 m/s)
COefficient of Friction (µ)
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Figure 31 - Coefficient of Friction at 300RPM; a) Untextured; b) 7um, 100 Hz; c) 7um, 60Hz; d) 12um, 60Hz; e) 18um, 60Hz
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Figure 32 - Coefficient of Friction Summary at 0.314 m/s Sliding Velocity
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